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Abstract. This paper shows that the satisfaction of a certain

quadratic relation is a sufficient condition that a continuous, sym-

metric function of two complex variables on a domain be analytic

and be continuable to a particular larger domain. This quadratic

relation is of the same type as that involved in the Grunsky in-

equalities.

In proving a generalization of the Grunsky inequalities, Bergman

and Schiffer [3] announced a theorem on analytic continuation of a

function of two complex variables. In extending the Grunsky in-

equalities in another way, Alenicyn [l] found this theorem on con-

tinuation useful. The purpose of this note is to strengthen the Berg-

man-Schiffer theorem to be more natural for both applications and to

provide a proof that is more direct than the formal computation in

the original proof.

Suppose 2) and g are bounded domains, and 9 is contained in 2D.

Let fs>-dAz denote area integration as z ranges over 2D. Let Ks>(z, f)

be the Bergman kernel function [2 ] for the domain 2D.

Theorem. // V(z, f) is a symmetric, continuous, complex-valued

function on QXQ, and

(1)      I  f   ̂  V(z,t)W)W)dAdAr\^   f   f Ks>(z,T) j(z)4>Qi)dAJAs

for all continuous, complex-valued function <p with compact support in

9, then V(z, f) is analytic in 9X9 and can be continued onto 2DX2D.

Proof. Let G be a subdomain of 9 such that the closure G is con-

tained in 9- There exists a complete orthonormal system of analytic

functions {(bn}n=i°n %>• which is also orthogonal on G, [2]. Let

k\ =   I   <pn(z)<Pn(z)dAz        for n = 1, 2, • • • .
J a
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Then {4>n(z)/kn}n~i is an orthonormal system on G, but is not neces-

sarily a complete system.

Let &nm be defined by

(2) knkmanm=  f   j   V(z,t)kffi*jf)dAJA{.
J oJ a

Since V(z, £") is continuous on GXG, Jafa | V(z, f)| 2dAzdA( < °°.

Then by the usual argument, [2]

oo

JZ    a»m0n(z)0m(f)
n,m=l

converges uniformly on compact subsets of G. It is now shown that

the series converges to V(z, f).

Suppose ri(z) is a continuous function on G, has fo |ri(z)|2<L4,

< oo, and is orthogonal to 0„ on G for n = 1, 2, • • • . Let r2(z) be any

continuous function on G, and X be a real number. By using the sym-

metry of V(z, f),

nv(z, f) [ri(z) + xr2(s)] [Ti(r) + xr,(f)]^^r

+ 2A f   f 7(Z, f)!W) r7(F)<L42<L4f

+ x2 f j v(z, f)r75 f^o^^^f
J a" g

on the other hand, by (1) and the orthogonality of Ti to 0„ on G

^X2 j    f Ks>(z,J)T2(z)T2(^)dAJAt        for all real X.
J G^ G

Thus

nV(z, rtfVz) f705^.^r = o

and

(3) f   f V(t, ?)T&) TTtfidAJAf = 0.
J gJg

Letting
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r«(rt =  { V(z,t)Ttf)dA„
•J a

by (3)

J j J n8,f)fI(lo[J 7(8,f)rT(r)«/4.1<i4,|d4r = 0,

f   f 7(8,f)rTWrf4j dAt = o.
" <? I •' o

Hence

(4) j   V(z, f)fj(z)rf42 = 0        for all f in G,
J a

for all functions Ti(z) that are continuous on G, have fa |ri(z)| 2dAz

< a> and are orthogonal to <f>niz) on G for »=1, 2, • • • .

Let 8kiz — Zo) be the &th continuous approximation to the delta

function at z0 such that 5*(z —z0) =0 for all z in G with | z—z0| > 1/&.

Then 5*(z — z0) can be expressed by

**(*)   +   E bn^niz)
n=l

for z in G, where ^(z) is orthogonal to 0„(z) for n = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , on G,

has /g |^4(z)| 2dAz < oo and is continuous on G. By (4), the defini-

tion of a„m,

n|V(*,r) -   E «-«*.(«)*-(f)][**(«) + E *-'*.(«)]
.? L n.m=l JL n=l J

•["**(f) + E *»Wf)l <*4,<*4r = 0.
L m_l J

If Zo is in G, taking lim*.^ yields

(5) F(Z0, Zo)   —     E    ftnm0n(3o)<#>m(Zo)   =   0.

A similar computation using 8k(z — zo)-\-8k(z — zi) for the test func-

tion yields

00 00

V(z0, Zo)—     E    &nm<PniZo)<t>miZo) + ViZa, Zl) —     E    «nm<£n(z0)<£m(Zl)
n,m=l n,m=l

oo oo

+ V(Zi,Z0)—     E    Ct„m0n(21)0m(Zo) + F(Zi, Zl)—     E    &nm4>nizi)<j>mizi)=Q.
n,m=l n,m=l
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By (5) and the symmetry of V and thus of &nm,

oo

(6) V(z, f) =   E  Ct„m0„(s)0m(f)        for all z and f in G.
n,m=l

Hence V is analytic on £X$.

It is now shown that the series (6) converge for z and f in SD.

Let 6k(z)+^Zn=i Cnk)(pn(z) be the representation of the &th con-

tinuous approximation to the delta function at z0 where the represen-

tation holds for z in 3D, and 6k(z) is orthogonal to 0„(z) on 3D for » = 1,

2, • • •.

Iff E    «nm0»(z)0m(f)]U(z)   +  E   Cr)0n(2)l
KD^3)Ln,m=l _IL „=1 J

•U(r) + e cr)0n(f)ld^^4f
L m=l J

=       f      f E    a^0n(z)0m(f)irEcf)0„(Z)
|Jl> Jl>Ln,m=l JLn=l

•[ E Gi4)0m(f)l dAJAt
L m=l J

E    <W.(s)0»(f) E   -f-   0.(8)
jL.,«=l JLn=l       k„

[L      £(» -i
E -t^ *»(*")   <^.^r

V(*,t)\  E -f" 0,(2)      E -r-0.(f) U<U4f

^  f   f 2TsD(a, f) f" E -f- 0n(z)T E -^-0-(f)l <^^r
J GJ G \-n=l       kn JLm=l      km J

= f^f^Ks>(z, f) [ E cf 0B(z)¥ E clV(f)] <M.<Mr

- LLK<z'f) [6k(z)+^ c"4)*n(z)]

■U(f) + T,Cm4>m(r)\dA«lA{
L m=l J
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taking the limt_M

L

(7) Ks>iza, Zo) ̂      E  &nm4>nizo)4>mizo) for all L.
n,m=l

A similar computation using a representation of an approximation

of the delta function at Zo plus the delta function at Zi and utilizing

(7) yields
L

Ks>izo, zo) + Re Ks>iz0, zi) + Ks>izi, zi) g     E  Gnm<k.(zo)tf>m(zi) .
n,m=l

Hence { En,m-i &nm<t>niz)4>mit)} lLi is a normal family on 3DX3D.

Since it converges to Viz, f) on GXG, E"m-i &nm<j>niz)4>nit) must

converge to an analytic function on 3D X 3D that is a continuation of

Viz,t).

Corollary. If Viz, f) is a symmetric, continuous, complex-valued

function on 9X9i and

L      L L       L

E E OinamVizn, zm)    ^ 2J1J anamK£>izn, zm)

n=l m=l n=l m=l

for all complex vectors (t*i, a2, ■ ■ • ), and (zi, Zi, ■ ■ • ) with all z„ in

9, then Viz, £") is analytic in 9X9 and can be continued onto 3DX3D.
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